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SPAC CRAZE 

CATCHES UP!



Index For Digital Tech Companies?!

Will the bourses bring out a new index for digital 

technology Companies in the near future?

Sample this: Ad revenue in India is forecast to 

rebound strongly by 2025, with ad spends on digital 

media overtaking those on television (TV) by 2024, 

according to a Media Partners Asia (MPA) report.

Overall, ad revenue is expected to grow at a CAGR  

of 13% to touch $13.3 billion by 2025. 

In India despite covid the report has estimated that 

the advertising market will expand by 20.5% in 2021 

to $8.7 billion, given the low base last year.

Digital advertising is expected to benefit from 

India’s expanding digital economy since its share 

grew from 36.6% in 2021 to 40.1% in 2025! 

Companies of the likes of Affle, Brightcom Group, 

OneSignal, The Trade Desk, InMobi, Vertoz, Vserv, 

Mobvista, are in limelight worldwide.

No Wonder then that the JM Financial IB Chief too 

announced that he expects as many as 50 companies 

to get listed in digital technology space alone!
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Tiptoeing into the World of FMCG!

Aug - Sep 2021

Pankaj Poddar, 
CEO, Cosmo Films Ltd.

The Packaging Major Cosmo Films has 
forayed into the FMCG industry with the 
launch of Fabritizer, an after-wash laundry 
sanitiser for germ-free clothing! This is a new 
rollout from the global leader in packaging 
lms and synthetic paper.

Fabritizer kills 99.9% viruses, germs, and 
bacteria! The product forms a unique 
protective layer that stays up to 7 days even 
after ironing. The product is AATCC 100: 
2012 and 2019 Standard certied, tested at 
a Mumbai laboratory. 

Speaking to Buyside & Sellside, Pankaj 
Poddar, director, Cosmo Specialty Chemicals 
and CEO, Cosmo Films, said, “this product 
can be a game-changer for tackling the 
current situation of Covid. And just by 
following small necessary steps like using 
sanitizer, washing hands and now using 
Fabritizer for washing your clothes can make 
a huge impact on the current situation and as 
a society. We can overcome this pandemic by 
taking proper precautions and by following 

all necessary steps.”

Interestingly, Fabritizer also gives protection 
against human Covid viruses, tested as per 
ISO 18184 standards at a Lab in the USA. 

Fabritizer is available on eCommerce giants 
like Flipkart and will launched soon on its own 
eCommerce platform country wide. The 
product is suitable for: skin care and also 
ideal to wash bed linens, innerwear, towels, 
baby clothing, etc. It is compatible with all 
detergents and machine and hand laundry 
and works in both hot and cold water.

Fabritizer is available for Rs 299 for 480-ml 
and Rs 499 for 960-ml on Amazon and 
Flipkart.
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KEY FINANCIAL RATIOS OF COSMO FILMS (in 

Rs. Cr.)

Mar-21 Mar-20

PER SHARE RATIOS

Basic EPS (Rs.) 115.57 59.51

Diluted EPS (Rs.) 114.39 59.51

Cash EPS (Rs.) 147.52 84.16

Book Value [ExclRevalReserve]/Share (Rs.) 459.15 383.45

Book Value [InclRevalReserve]/Share (Rs.) 459.15 383.45

Dividend / Share(Rs.) 25 15

Revenue from Operations/Share (Rs.) 1,146.35 1,045.33

PBDIT/Share (Rs.) 218.84 134.99

PBIT/Share (Rs.) 189.95 109.49

PBT/Share (Rs.) 168.1 84.08

Net Profit/Share (Rs.) 118.63 58.66

PROFITABILITY RATIOS

PBDIT Margin (%) 19.09 12.91

PBIT Margin (%) 16.57 10.47

PBT Margin (%) 14.66 8.04

Net Profit Margin (%) 10.34 5.61

Return on Networth / Equity (%) 25.83 15.29

Return on Capital Employed (%) 25.88 17.45

Return on Assets (%) 10.64 6.27

Total Debt/Equity (X) 0.7 0.8

Asset Turnover Ratio (%) 102.83 111.88

LIQUIDITY RATIOS

Current Ratio (X) 1.18 1.06

Quick Ratio (X) 0.79 0.77

Inventory Turnover Ratio (X) 7.67 11.91

Dividend Payout Ratio (NP) (%) 20.65 35.27

Dividend Payout Ratio (CP) (%) 16.61 24.58

Earnings Retention Ratio (%) 79.35 64.73

Cash Earnings Retention Ratio (%) 83.39 75.42

VALUATION RATIOS

Enterprise Value (Cr.) 1,660.52 960.44

EV/Net Operating Revenue (X) 0.8 0.47

EV/EBITDA (X) 4.18 3.66

MarketCap/Net Operating Revenue (X) 0.54 0.2

Retention Ratios (%) 79.34 64.72

Price/BV (X) 1.35 0.54

Price/Net Operating Revenue 0.54 0.2

Earnings Yield 0.19 0.28
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SPAC Is Where The Action Is!

Uday Raval, 
Director, Arbitrage Capital, 

New York, USA,

The concept of Special Purpose Acquisition 
Company or SPAC has become very popular 
in the Indian business landscape in recent 
times and the market regulator SEBI is also 
likely to announce a framework on the same 
soon. 

A SPAC is formed to complete a acquisition 
with one or more businesses identied after 
raising money from public investors by way of 
an IPO and listing. Money is raised to  identify 
attractive private companies which can be 
acquired and taken public within the time 
specied in its charter usually within 18 – 24 
months. 

O n l y  e x p e r i e n c e d  m a n a g e m e n t 
professionals with proven credentials 
generally initiate SPACs. These persons are 
known as sponsors and they are spearhead 
the SPACs and investors entrust funds to 
them.“At present in the US markets, the 
sponsors register the SPAC shares with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 

and undertake a pre-IPO roadshow to raise 
capital in a SPAC IPO in exchange for SPAC 
shares that are listed on a stock exchange, 
generally at US$10 per share. The money 
raised by the SPAC in the IPO is held in a trust 
until the business combination is completed,” 
Uday Raval, Director, Arbitrage Capital, New 
York, USA, said. Uday Raval is a capital 
markets specialist in general and is also an 
authority on SPAC.

Once a target is identied, the SPAC acquires 
the target via a consolidation/merger and 
this process is known as “de-SPAC” 
transaction. Post successful de-SPAC, the 
target company becomes either a holding or 
a subsidiary of the SPAC whose shares are 
listed on the stock exchange.

If SPAC fails to complete a de-SPAC 
transaction within the stipulated 18-24 
months, the  the money raised in the initial 
SPAC IPO is returned to investors and the 
SPAC gets closed. 

“For some seasoned companies, the 

IPO

Parent
Company

Special
Purpose
Company

Target
Company

Funds

Investors Investors Investors

Ownership

Acquisition 
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Benefits to the parties involved

Benefit to the sponsor for floating a SPAC

The Sponsors enjoy favorable terms than 

investors in the IPO. After the de-SPAC 

transaction, the sponsor end up holding 

about 20% stake in the post-IPO which would  

eventually be converted into respective stake 

in the target's business. This is the  sponsors' 

primary motivation in doing a de-SPAC. 

Benefit to a target and its shareholders / 

promoters from a SPAC deal

The advantages to target company include: 

reduction in time and associated costs to go 

public, waiver of IPO underwriter fees (usually 

about 7% of the IPO proceeds); overcoming 

of hurdles pertaining to negotiations with 

underwriters; and waiver of overwhelming 

documentations and lings. SPAC enables 

companies to access a wide pool of investors 

through the expertise of sponsors.

How do PIPE investors benefit from a 

SPAC deal?

A SPAC could seek “private investment in 

public equity” – PIPE -  only if it needs to raise 

additional capital for the acquisition of a 

target company. The PIPE investments 

happen only after a target is identied and 

these PIPE investments usually happen at 

valuations that take into consideration the 

combined value of the SPAC and target's 

business. 

Recent Trends
Number of SPACs

There have been over 700 SPAC IPOs since 

2015. Last year nearly 250 SPAC IPOs were 

executed. The trend only seems to be 

SPACs have raised a record US$83 billion in 

2020, which is approximately two times the 

total monies raised in the last ve years. 

However, as much as US$95 billion was  

raised in just the rst three months of 2021 (as 

compared to just over US$ 5 billion in the rst 

three months of 2020).

SPAC In India

combination interest factors among sponsors 
and investors have been slowing down the 
process because they dillydally on diluting at 
least 25% plus in favor of sponsors,” Uday 
Raval, said.  

expanding, as over 300 SPAC IPOs were 

seen in the rst three months of 2021 (as 

against less than 20 SPAC IPOs in the rst 

three months of 2020!

“The SPAC process suits all those companies 

which get a major chunk of their business 

from overseas. Such companies will also get 

higher valuations here” Uday Raval said.

Anand Rajaram, 
ED, Azalea Capital Partners
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Anand Rajaram, Executive Director, Azalea 
Capital Partners
The examination of SPAC by SEBI is a welcome 
step. Currently there are two dozen unicorns 
in India. The option is to list in the Indian 
market like Zomato, Patym etc. 

SPAC provides another avenue for listing since 
these unicorns are unlisted entities they 
cannot also be listed in the overseas market. 
The options are limited to IPO which is a  
seasonal market. 
If the overall markets are down then IPO does 
not fetch the valuations. But SPAC being a 

negotiation between the SPAC and the 
company one can consider negotiated 
valuations.  Not all shareholders may agree 
for merger with SPAC, the minority 
shareholders, for instance, need to be 
protected.
Due diligence of the company should be 
detailed and should be supervised by SEBI
Will listing SPAC be faster than IPO? One 
needs to wait and see! Overall it is a boost to 
new age companies to access the capital 
market.

The Certication in Investor Relations empowers participants to understand companies domain 
and effectively communicate with Institutional Investors and Research Analysts thereby improving 
the Shareholders Wealth
Important highlights of the 1 month programe include 4 weekly interaction with different Industry 
Leaders, Study Material, CD, Online exam and Joint Certication Programe with BSE Institute.

About Us:
Investor Relations Society a member in Global Investor Relations Network, also holds Annual 
Investor Relations Awards for India Inc. It has so for associated itself with entities like BSE, 
Bloomberg, BNY Mellon, KPMG, Thomson Reuters and Deutsche Bank.
BSE Institute is a wholly owned subsidiary of Asia’s oldest and World’s fastest stock exchange The 
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE)

For enquiries contact: 
Ms. Kashish Rejhwani - +91 86248 10430

Email: ir@ir-india.com
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Peshwa Acharya to be the President
of Brightcom Group

Peshwa Acharya 
President ( Group Strategy)

Brightcom Group

Brightcom Group Ltd (BSE (BCG) | 532368 | 

NSE (INE425B01027), Leader in Digital 

Market ing Industry,  has announced 

appointment of a senior management 

professional to their Executive Team.

Key Highlights

His addition further strengthens the 

leadership team in the executing the 

growth plans of Brightcom Group and 

taking on the latest market opportunities.

Peshwa Acharya to be the President
of Brightcom Group

Peshwa Acharya, the accomplished senior 

management professional and business 

leader with about 30 years of work 

experience, joins Brightcom Group (with 

effect from Sept 21st, 2021) to spearhead its 

corporate strategy and development in the 

capacity of President (Group Strategy). 

As the head of the group strategy, Peshwa will 

advance the global strategy and positioning 

of Brightcom group as an intelligent digital 

marketing platform, which meets the needs 

of publishers, advertisers and solution 

providers in the digital eco-system. He has 

been on the board of the company as an 

Independent Director for the past year.  

Peshwa Acharya was associated with the 

world's most respected Companies & Brands
across FMCG (CPG), Retail, Telecom, 

Technology, E-commerce, Hospitality and 

Educa t i on  doma ins .  He  has  been 

instrumental in setting up and nurturing 

some of India's most prominent brands & 

businesses at P&G, Reckitt, Dabur, Reliance 

Retail (including Reliance Digital), Sterling 

Holidays (Thomas Cook), and startups like 

Housing.com. Till recently, he was the Chief 

Marketing, Sales & Revenue Ofcer (CMO) 

at Ampersand Group (Vibgyor Schools) 

An alumnus of IIM Calcutta & IIT Kharagpur, 

Peshwa Acharya, the business leader with 

nearly 3 decades of work experience joins
Brightcom Group.
He was associated with P&G, Reckitt, 

Dabur, Reliance Retail (including Reliance 

Digital), Sterling Holidays (Thomas 

Cook), and several others in senior 

capacity.
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Peshwa has worked across the Indian 

Subcontinent, Asia and other emerging 

markets. He is deeply driven by Consumer 

Insights & Innovation; he encourages creative 

thinking and a data-driven approach to 

solving any business problem. His vision is to 

create technology-driven products, services & 

platforms across the Web and Mobile. He is a 

rm believer that Organizations should 

integrate customer experiences with digital 

technology and constantly innovate to 

provide new and delightful experience to 

their consumers & customers. "I am excited to 

be a part of the Brightcom Group", said 

Peshwa Acharya. "I look forward to building 

upon the company's current successes and 

focus on actively contributing to the growth at 

Brightcom." 

"We are delighted to have Peshwa join the 

executive team," said Suresh Reddy, 

Chairman and CEO of the Brightcom Group, 

"Peshwa is a leader who has a proven track 

record of building, managing and energizing 

high-growth organizations. He will be a great 

asset both in terms of bringing in deep 

business insights and overall executive 

leadership." 

Brightcom Group (Formerly, Lycos Internet 

Limited) provides a unique variety of 

multichannel products, turnkey solutions and 

proprietary programmatic solutions. Our 

mission is to make it easier for our publishers 

to maximize yield across video, display and 

mobi le channels.  We empower our 

advertisers and demand-side partners by 

providing valuable access to high volume of 

quality ad impressions. Our network delivers 

over 60 billion impressions every month.

Brightcom Group is a leading global 

provider of comprehensive online or digital 

marketing
services to direct  marketers,  brand 

advertisers, and marketing agencies. The 

Company is divided into three major 

divisions: (i) Media (Ad-Tech and digital 

marketing), (ii) Software services, and (iii) 

Future technologies. The Company's primary 

clients are end advertisers, agencies and 

publishers, but also include ad exchanges & 

networks.

The Company has 22 ofce locations and 

has 463 employees and consultants 

worldwide.

Brightcom client list contains some of the 

biggest names, i.e. Airtel, British Airways, 

CocaCola, Hyundai Motors, ICICI Bank, ITC, 

ING, Lenovo, LIC, Maruti Suzuki, MTV, P&G, 

Qatar Airways, Samsung, Viacom, Sony, Star 

India, Vodafone, Titan, and Unilever. 

Brightcom works with agencies like Havas 

Digital, JWT, Mediacom, Mindshare, 

N e o @ O g i l v y,  O g i l v y  O n e ,  O M D, 

Satchi&Satchi, TBWA, and ZenithOptimedia, 

to name a few. Brightcom Group ranks at 

400 among Fortune 500 India companies.
For  more  in fo rmat ion  p lease  v i s i t 

www.brightcomgroup.com

About Brightcom Group
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Corporate briefs 
Media reports indicate that there is 
enough room for FPIs to enhance their 
stake in HDFC Bank. 

Volumes of Thirumalai Chemicals are 
rising fast along with small rise in prices. 
It is among the largest global producers 
of phthalic anhydride, maleic acid, 
maleic anhydride and fumaric acid. 
 
 CDSL witnesses rising protability on the 
back of rising demat accounts. 

Care Ratings has upgraded the credit 
rating of Indo Count Industries, a 
leading manufacturer and exporter of 
textile goods and readymade garments 
to over 50 countries. 

 NTPC plans to raise up to Rs. 3000 cr. on 
private placement at 6.69% via NCDs to 
fund expansions. 

DCM Shriram Industries engaged in 
fertilizers, sugar and caustic soda, will 
split its share from FV of Rs. 10 to Rs. 3 
and has set 11th Oct as the Record Date. 

Zensar Tech has partnered with global 
giant FRISS to digitize risk assessment 
(fraud prevention and detection). 

TVS backed Ultra-voilette is setting up a 
plant in Bengaluru to make and sell 
electrical motor bikes. 

Navin Jindal led JSPL has repaid debts of 
Rs. 777 cr. through its Australian arm. 

Varun Beverages, the Pepsi bottler has 
gained good ground in the last few 
months and is tipped for further rise on 
strong expectations of good growth and 
rising valuations. 

Cochin Shipyard is the lowest bidder in 
the 6-vessel tender of the Indian Navy for 
the next generation missile vessels worth 
about Rs 10,000 cr. Forseeing its bright 
prospects, ace investor, Radhakishan 
Damani of D'Mart fame, bought 6.95 
lakh shares. 

Oil India, the  government-owned 

hydrocarbon exploration and production 
enterprise has notched 274% higher Q1 
EPS of Rs 9.7.

Lincoln Pharma is debt-free with strong 
fundamenta l s  as  i t  de l i vered a 
staggering 20% CAGR in prots in last 5 
years. 

Thomas Cook's subsidiary, Sterling 
Holidays, is reportedly doing well and 
the leisure travel business is witnessing a 
boom. Mahindra Holidays is valued 
close to Rs.5000cr. while Thomas Cook 
with Sterling Holidays is available at a 
valuation of just Rs.2300cr. 

Speciality Restaurants, owner of 
restaurant chains like Mainland China, 
Sigree Global, OH Calcutta and Sweet 
Bengal is steadily diversifying into Cloud 
Kitchens and it has got a good response. 

Indian Terrain has appointed M. S. 
Dhoni as its brand ambassador and also 
diversied into children wear. It sees 
good traction by selling direct to 
consumers through various e-commerce 
marketplaces. 

Reliance Infra wins $ 632 million 
arbitration against Delhi Metro, which 
will help it turn debt- free on a standalone 
basis. 

Reliance Power posted FY21 operating 
prot of Rs.3575 cr. and Q1 operating 
prot of Rs.914 cr. while its market cap is 
just Rs.4511 cr. It has a large portfolio of 
power projects based on coal, gas and 
renewable energy, with an operating 
portfolio of 5,945 megawatts. 

Rubla International, the  manufacturer 
of talcum coated and silicon coated 
rubber threads, has posted 1130% 
higher Q1 PAT and commenced 
commercial production of a new 
production line. Promoters hold 62.39% 
and It paid 26% dividend for FY21. 
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Investor Relations Is 
Strategic Function Seated 
In Hearts Of CEOs

Sivaram Mallela, 
Adviser, IR Society

Investor Relations is hot, more so in India Inc 
which has realised the value of effective 
Investor Relations (IR). In a freewheeling 
interview with Sivaram Mallela, adviser, 
Investor Relations Society (former member of 
Governing Board, ICFAI), shared insights of 
Investor Relations.

Excerpts: 
 
Q): What have been the broad trends in 
the recent  past?
A): India Inc. has realised the value for 
Effective IR. As they say the proof of pudding is 
in eating, the IR Professionals are getting 
rewarded handsomely by India Inc.

Q): Is IR now a much sought-after job in 
India Inc? 
A) : For pro-active companies, IR is a strategic 

Q): Well that's always the case of pro-
active companies, but what about rest of 
India Inc ?
A): Rest of India Inc too is gearing up, at a 
slow pace though. They are unfortunately still 
looking at IR as a cost centre without realising 
the fact that the market rewards Companies 
with IR with higher PE multiples and such 
companies enjoy higher goodwill too.

Q): Is it necessary for Companies to hire 
IR Professionals ?
A): There are two types of IR: one, the 
compliance-related which is mandated by 
SEBI. The other part is voluntary. Some pro-
active companies also engage with IR 
Consultants/Advisors who deliver the IR 
Services at a lesser cost than hiring a full-
edged IR professional. 

Q): What role does IR Society play ?
A): We create IR Awareness in various ways. 
We have so far partnered with BSE, Thomson 
Reuters, KPMG, Bloomberg, BNY Mellon, 
and IR Magazine, in recognising IR Activities 
being undertaken by India Inc by of Awards. 
This apart, we also conduct a Certication in 
IR with BSE Institute.

function seated in the hearts of the CEO. No 
wonder then that some IR professionals have 
climbed up the corporate ladder. Ravin Modi, 
former IR Head, Marico, is now with Future 
group in the capacity of CFO. Another 
interesting eg is that Uday Baldota, the 
former IR Head of Sun Pharma, went on to 
become CFO and is now currently heading 
the US arm of Sun Pharma in the capacity of 
its CEO! 
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Q): What are the end-benefits of IR ?

A) IR helps improve Goodwill by ensuring 
that there is a resource person available 
24/7 providing information leading higher 
market capitalization.

Q): But even a market operator provides 
these benefits, don't they? 

A): A market operator can drive the stock 
values without the support of fundamentals 
which is a gross violation of ethics in capital 
markets. However, an IR professional can 
help improve the stock value by doing the 
gap analysis and conveying the true value to 
the investors. Besides he is always available 
to the investors with valuable information, 
unlike operator who is not concerned with 
either the industry inputs not 

Q): Can you share some of the 
highlights of Certificate in Investor 
Relations ?

This is followed by an online test and 
certicates carrying both BSE Institute Logo 
and IR Society Logo is given. This is not all 
regular the successful candidates are also 
given free membership to the IR Society.

Q): Any new offerings ?
A): We have recently launched: gearing up 
to launch a) Reading Financial Statements; 
b) Maintaining Stakeholders Relations C) 
Online workshop in technical analysis.

A): We are currently offering a one month 
program Online with BSE Institute. The 
participants make an online payment to BSE 
Institute. Study material and CD is couriered 
from our end. This is followed by an hour 
audio call lecture with senior investor 
Relations practitioners  from different listed 
corporate entities. Such lectures are held 
during the weekends and at least 3 to 4 such 
audio calls are conducted during the 
weekends. 

Line Chart Bar Chart Candlestick Chart

ONLINE WORKSHOP IN 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Basics of Technical Analysis

Trends, Candlesticks, Patterns, etc.

Major Indicators & Oscillators.

Risk Management

Trading Strategies.

Program Highlights

Targeted Participants

Graduates / Post Graduates / Working 

Professionals / Housewives. 

Faculty

Working Professionals from leading 

companies.

Teaching Methodology

Supply of Study Material

Explanation through Audio /

Video calls (Zoom), 8 Sessions

over 4 Weekends.

Online evaluation.

Workshop Certification.

For information Call

Kashish Rejhwani 

+91 86248 10430
Email: ir@ir-india.com



+91 86248 10430

Email: ir@ir-india.com

For Information Call
Kashish Rejhwani
+91 86248 10430



Launching soon...



www.irsocietyindia.com
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